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RELEVANT CHARACTERS

Anthony, your crush, human.

Cyril, a friend, human.

Rohan, the gardener, satyr.

Amaïr, the guardian, tentacled-anthro-porcine monster.

Rodolphe, the rat king, rat anthro.

Found in the cell to your right, stuffed with slendershrooms. 
Hung, sexy, cute, dumb.

Found in the sewers, about to get fucked. Cowardly, cautious, 
smart, slutty.

Found in the cell to your left. VERY slutty, affectionate, ado-
rable, low self esteem.

Found fucking Rohan full of his corrupted load. Roams 
around the prison. Strong, horny, greedy, vain.

Found guarding the entrance to the caves, about to fuck 
Cyril. Perverse, horny, filthy, bruteish.



RELEVANT PLACES

Your cell:
The place where you wake up, can collect mushrooms (pigshrooms 
and flowershrooms) and go to Rohan’s/Anthony’s cell through the fun-
gal tunnels.

Rohan’s cell:
Where you can find Rohan, access the sewers through a pipe, collect 
rope and collect the guardian’s cum.

Anthony’s cell:
Where you can find Anthony and collect a lot of slendershrooms.

The Sewers:
Where you will meet Rodolphe the big anthro rat, enter the sewer pi-
pes, offer companions for the rats to corrupt as you also watch them do 
so and more.

The Nook: Where you will rest and encounter the guardian to rescue 
Rohan.



MAP

There are more rooms beyond this point,
but there are no scenes in them yet.
To enter this area, open the door when
there are no guardians inside.
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SCENES

Scene 1: The Guardian Fucks Rohan
This scene happens as the game starts.

Scene 2: Fungus Traversal
Inspect the tentacled fungus-tunnel and enter it.

Scene 3: Unknown
I didn’t discover this scene yet. If you did, please contact me as soon as 
you read this or remember to do so when you are able to.

Scene 4, 14 and 15 : Rat Rohan and Rat orgy above/below Rohan
Inspect the mushrooms, take a pigshroom and a flowershroom.
Go to Rohan’s cell through the fungal tunnel to the left.
Inspect Rohan and pierce the anal pig plug with the pigshroom.
Welcome Rohan to your sanctuary.
Eat the flowershroom to restore all of your endurance points (you need at 
least 5).
Interact with the cell door and open it, keep insisting no mater how you 
feel until you get out.
Go upstairs and then down through the trapdoor to the sewers.
Click the end of the sewers to encounter Rodolphe about to fuck Cyril.
Offer Rohan in exchange for Cyril.
Go through the right sewer pipe (Unlocks scene 14).
Keep going until you are back in the sewers.
Go through the left sewer pipe (Unlocks scene 15).
Keep going until you are back in the sewers.
Rest until you can’t hear Rohan moaning.
Go into the right sewer pipe and get Rohan back (Unlocks scene 4)



Scene 5, 16 and 17 : Rat Guardian and Rat orgy above/below Guardian
Rest until the guardian extracted Rohan’s soul.
Go to Rohan’s cell through the fungal tunnel to the left.
Exit the cell through the open door.
Go upstairs and take the empty bottle on the floor.
Go back downstairs and enter Rohan’s cell.
Take the rope hanging from the ceiling and collect the guardian’s cum on 
the floor.
Go back upstairs, enter the nook.
Touch the guardian, tie him up and make him drink his own cum.
Collect Rohan’s soul with the now empty bottle as then the guadrian is 
absorbed into your sanctuary.
Go down through the trapdoor to the sewers.
Click the end of the sewers to encounter Rodolphe about to fuck Cyril.
Offer the Guardian (Amaïr) in exchange for Cyril.
Go through the right sewer pipe (Unlocks scene 16).
Keep going until you are back in the sewers.
Go through the left sewer pipe (Unlocks scene 17).
Keep going until you are back in the sewers.
Rest until you can’t hear Amaïr moaning.
Go into the right sewer pipe (Unlocks scene 5)

Scene 6 and 12: Cyril Rat Orgy and Get Laid With Anthony
Exit the cell with your favourite method, go upstairs into the nook and co-
llect a bottle full with Rohan’s cum.
Go down to the sewers and encounter Rodolphe, end the interaction gi-
ving him nothing and then go back upstairs though the trapdoor, back 
down to the cells and enter Anthony’s.
Make Anthony drink Rohan’s cum (Scene 12 unlocked).
Let Anthony rest in your sanctuary and go to the nook, then rest 2 turns.
Go back to the sewers and talk with Rodolphe, accept his offer (Scene 6 
unlocked).

Scene 7: The Guardian Caught You
Take a flowershroom, go to Anthony’s cell and give it to him before wel-
coming him in your sanctuary. Go back to your cell and rest until the 
guardian shows up.

Scene 8: Fungus Assimilation
Take mushrooms and insist until they assimilate you



Scene 9, 18 and 22: Team up on Cyril, Got Too Curious With The Rats 
and Willingly Offered.
Take a slendershroom.
Go to Rohan’s cell and pick the rope hanging from the ceiling, then give it 
to the rats in the pipe on the upper left of the screen.
Climb into the pipe and get stuffed with filthy, lumpy cum until you end up 
down in the sewers (Unlocked scene 18).
Go into the right pipe and repeatedly offer youself for the rats to breed 
you until you are one of them (Unlocked scene 22).
Talk with Rodolphe and feed Cyril the slendershroom. Watch (Scene 9 
unlocked).

Scene 10: Cyril falls in the water.
Exchange Cyril for Rohan or Amaïr but instead of avoiding him falling into 
the sewage, do nothing and let him to do so.

Scene 11: Unexpected Milking
Enter the door in the Prison Lobby when there are guardians inside.

Scene 13: Trio of prisoners and guardian.
Go to Anthony’s cell and rest with him until the guardian shows up.

Scene 19, 20, 21: The swamp is alive, Exit sign? and a Flower’s bait
Get through Rodolphe, save your game, go to the swamp (Left) and try 
to interact with the man (Scene 21 Unlocked). Load your game, run to 
the Exit (Center) (Scene 20 Unlocked). Load your game, go to the dark 
cave where the underground slime river keeps flowing (Right) (scene 19 
unlocked)

Scene 23: Unknown
I didn’t discover this scene yet. If you did, please contact me as soon as 
you read this or remember to do so when you are able to.



EXTRA SCENES

Souleater:
Drink Rohan’s soul after you extracted it from the guardian and 
wait a few turns to assimilate it.

Quite the mouthful:
Drink the guardian’s cum directly from Rohan’s cell floor and don’t 
stop swallowing.

Souless satyr:
Wait through Rohan getting bred by the Guardian and getting his 
soul eaten. He will then transform into a monster in the next couple 
of turns. Enter his cell when the transformation is complete.

Anthmaïr:
Wait until the guardian breeds Anthony full of his corrupted soul, 
possesing his body to enter the human world.

UNLISTED SCENES THAT I KNOW OF


